We study a maritime fleet renewal and deployment problem under demand and charter cost uncertainty. A decision-maker for an industrial bulk shipping company must determine a suitable fleet size, mix, and deployment strategy to satisfy stochastic demand over a given planning horizon. She may acquire vessels in two ways: time chartering and voyage chartering. Time charter vessels may be acquired for different durations of time and this decision is made before demand and charter costs are known, while voyage charter vessels are chartered for a single voyage from a supply port to a demand port and the decision is made after demand is known. The goal is to determine an optimal fleet size and deployment strategy that minimizes the expected acquisition and transportation costs, while satisfying demand and deployment constraints. To handle the simultaneous fluctuations in demand and charter costs, we introduce a multi-stage stochastic programming look-ahead model that is solved in a rolling horizon fashion and explore the ramifications of using different scenario trees with various recourse options. Computational results indicate that our approach is superior to traditional planning methods that rely on ad hoc heuristics and deterministic optimization models using expected value forecasts of stochastic parameters.
Introduction
This paper investigates a multi-period maritime fleet sizing and deployment problem with uncertain customer demand and charter costs. An industrial bulk shipper, whose primary task is to transport raw materials produced or owned by a parent company from supply ports to demand ports, must determine the number of each vessel type and the fleet deployment strategy needed to reliably satisfy stochastic demand at minimum cost. A major challenge in constructing an appropriate fleet is the prevalence of severe market fluctuations in the maritime sector, where unpredictable shipping cycles are the norm, not the exception [32] .
Despite the recognition of significant uncertainty in the maritime sector, decision support tools that explicitly account for stochasticity are scarce [22] . Those models that do consider uncertainty focus almost exclusively on liner shipping applications and/or strategic planning problems with long planning horizons (on the order of a decade). In contrast, this work investigates a problem in bulk shipping and offers a model that can be used for tactical planning or for planning at the interface of the strategic and tactical level. Specifically, we consider a fleet sizing and deployment problem faced by a bulk shipper who operates a heterogeneous fleet composed exclusively of time and voyage chartered vessels. Every few months, prior to observing actual demand and future charter rates, the shipper determines how many time charter vessels to acquire and the charter duration for each vessel. The planning horizon of interest is typically six months to three years with a time period representing three or six months. After demand in the current period is realized, the shipper must deploy her fleet to satisfy demand. If too few time charter vessels are available, voyage charter vessels can be procured, each making a single voyage from a supply port to a demand port to fulfill remaining demand.
Amidst all of the complexity, the heart of this problem is to find an optimal balance of long-term time charter commitments and short-term voyage charter acquisitions on a recurring basis. With perfect demand and cost foresight, the shipper could construct her fleet rather easily by solving a deterministic optimization problem to identify the most cost effective vessels to acquire. The problem is that market cycles and demand can be difficult to predict. Consequently, "when trade is buoyant and voyage rates are rising, charterers, in anticipation of further rises, tend to charter for longer periods to cover their commitments; when rates are expected to fall, they tend to contract for shorter periods" ( [5] , p.194).
Several types of chartering are traditionally used in the shipping industry. Akin to leasing a car, a time charter is the hiring of a vessel for a specific time interval, typically on the order of months to years. The vessel owner manages the vessel, while the charterer dictates the vessel's schedule. The charterer pays for all bunker fuel costs, port fees, commissions, and a daily hire to the vessel owner. In contrast, a voyage charter is more analogous to a taxi service in which a vessel and its crew are hired for a single voyage (in this work, between a single supply port and a single demand port). The charterer pays the vessel owner a lump sum (possibly with additional payments such as demurrage or those negotiated in a contract). Meanwhile, the vessel owner pays the fuel costs, port fees, and crew costs. In general, time and voyage charter rates move in the same direction, i.e., are highly positively correlated, but because time charter rates depend on market expectations, they tend to fluctuate more widely than voyage rates [5] .
A distinguishing characteristic of this paper is that time charter durations are treated as decision variables to be optimized. To the best of our knowledge, existing models in the literature do not explicitly include the duration of fleet acquisition decisions, e.g., vessel purchasing decisions or charter-in decisions. The fact that time charter vessels can be procured for different durations of time offers the shipper an additional mechanism to hedge against uncertain market conditions. For example, if the shipper believes that demand will increase over the next year or two, she will likely time charter for longer durations as time charter rates typically reflect current market trends more so than market forecasts, i.e., current time charter rates are likely to be lower than those in the future. On the other hand, if demand is projected to diminish, she may choose to time charter for shorter durations in anticipation that future rates will fall. In some circumstances, however, low demand reflects a reduction in global demand, which in turn drives voyage rates very low relative to time charter rates. It is in these times when a shipper with many time chartered vessels finds her fleet significantly under-utilized.
In a broader sense, this research addresses the fleet sizing and mix problem in maritime applications, which usually falls under the larger umbrella of strategic planning, and typically includes decisions related to capacity expansion for future demand growth, technology upgrades for improving operations, and contractual agreements between suppliers and consumers. When vehicle allocation and deployment issues are also considered, the problem becomes more tactical in nature. In the maritime sector, fleet planning models have traditionally involved horizons of multiple years, even decades, to help decision-makers with purchasing decisions for new vessels. In this paper, we focus on a medium-term problem that lies at the boundary of strategic and tactical problems. Although the vessel procurement decisions are the primary concern, it is important for the shipper to also consider how vessels will be deployed after being procured. In reality, vessel deployment can be rather complicated. Given a fixed fleet, our problem could be formulated as a stochastic maritime inventory routing problem which, at a tactical level, can be very challenging to solve even when the problem is fully deterministic [25] . Thus, to make the problem more computationally tractable, we do not make detailed routing decisions, but instead assign time chartered vessels to cyclic routes as explained in Section 2.
Literature review
Fleet sizing, planning, and deployment problems are ubiquitous in the transportation sector. Hoff et al. [15] present a literature survey on fleet composition and routing problems arising in maritime and road-based settings. Bojović and Milenkovic [4] discusses several models in the rail sector literature. Pantuso et al. [22] provide a survey on the fleet size and mix problem focused exclusively on the maritime sector. The idiosyncrasies of maritime transportation are highlighted in [7] and [15] . To avoid significant overlap with the review given in Pantuso et al. [22] , this section emphasizes prior research on maritime fleet sizing and deployment that explicitly treats uncertainty in the associated mathematical models and solution framework. Table 1 , adapted from [22] and extended to our setting, attempts to categorize these papers. We also mention several papers within the petrochemical sector, the application domain that inspired this work. Additional discussion of the interaction between fleet sizing and ship routing and scheduling is given in [8] .
As this paper concerns industrial bulk shipping, i.e., a setting in which companies ship their own goods using their own fleet, we begin with prior research tailored to this segment of the shipping sector. Alvarez et al. [1] study a strategic fleet sizing and deployment problem for bulk shippers and develop a robust optimization model to handle random parameters. While their model considers uncertainty in numerous parameters, their case study only considers uncertainty in a subset of objective function coefficients including purchase prices, sale prices, sunset values, and charter rates. Right-hand side parameters and matrix coefficients are deterministic. Compared to our problem, they consider a longer planning horizon with more decisions such as purchasing and sales options. Their deployment decisions are less complicated than ours.
Another stream of stochastic fleet sizing research has emerged to aid the liner (container) shipping community. Liner shipping resembles bus line operations where companies deploy their vessels according to pre-published schedules on fixed itineraries. Meng and Wang [18] present a short-term (one-year) singleperiod fleet planning problem with demand uncertainty along liner service routes. The aim is to determine a short-term (36 months) joint ship fleet design and deployment plan. They formulate the problem as a chance- [22] .) A dash (-) implies that this item was not specified. = charterer pays for all fuel the vessel consumes, port charges, commissions, and a daily hire; Voyage charter = charterer pays the vessel owner on a lump-sum basis while the vessel owner pays the port fees, fuel costs, and crew costs. Bareboat = charterer manages the vessel and pays all costs except the capital repayment, tax, and depreciation. Time Horizon (# of periods): Maximum time interval (number of time periods) reported in a given solve. *Bakkehaug et al. [2] run simulations with a 15 year horizon, while the maximum number of periods considered in their stochastic program is 8.
constrained mixed-integer program (MIP) before re-casting it as a pure MIP by exploiting their assumption that cargo shipment demand between any two ports on each liner service route is normally distributed. This work is extended in Meng et al. [20] in several ways. First, they consider container transshipment, an important and common operation in liner shipping that allows consolidation of goods and, in turn, larger vessels to be used. They develop a two-stage stochastic mixed-integer programming model to help decide the number and type of vessels to use prior to realizing demand. These two papers are tailored to a tactical planning problem, assume one form of chartering (bareboat chartering), and only consider a single planning period. Meng et al. [21] extend this work to a strategic and multi-period problem by incorporating random and period-dependent container shipment demand. Meng et al. [20] and Meng et al. [21] propose two solution methods, with dual decomposition and Lagrangian relaxation at the core, to solve these problems. Finally, we note that Meng and Wang [19] also studied a multi-period fleet planning problem and used a scenario tree approach. However, this problem had no uncertain parameters. Pantuso et al. [23] study a maritime fleet renewal problem (MFRP) in which a decision-maker must decide how to modify its current fleet in order to efficiently meet future market requirements. The shipping company must decide how many vessels of each type to include in the current fleet or dispose of, when and how to do so. The fleet can be expanded by ordering newbuildings or purchasing second-hand ships, and scaled down by selling or demolishing (scrapping) ships. The delivery time for newbuildings is in general longer than for second-hand ships. Their case study is tailored to a real world application with Wallenius Wilhelmsen Logistics, a major liner shipper of rolling equipment. Their problem is formulated as a multi-stage stochastic program, which can be transformed into a two-stage stochastic MIP (with continuous recourse), and is solved via a decomposition coupling tabu search (for the master problem) and linear programming (for the subproblems). Pantuso et al. [24] address a similar fleet renewal problem and show that solutions obtained from their stochastic model perform noticeably better than solutions obtained using average values.
Bakkehaug et al. [2] study what they term the strategic fleet renewal problem in shipping (SFRPS) in which a shipping company must repeatedly adjust its vessel fleet to meet uncertain future transportation demands and compensate for aging vessels. Their model, a multi-stage stochastic program, explicitly captures uncertainty in fourteen parameters, including both objective function and right hand side parameters. They perform extensive computational experiments to compare different scenario tree structures to represent realizations of uncertain parameters. The model and solutions generated are evaluated within a rollinghorizon framework where significantly better results are obtained from their stochastic model compared to using an expected value approach.
The papers discussed thus far have all applied mathematical programming techniques, e.g., stochastic programming or robust optimization, to explicity account for parameter uncertainty within a mathematical model. Another line of research makes use of simulation techniques to evaluate and optimize fleet planning decisions. Though generally confined to problems with a smaller number of potential fleet size configurations, simulation often offers a more detailed representation of uncertainty. In practice, this additional detail can be a useful tool when trying to convince management of the benefits of decision support tools that go beyond traditional spreadsheet planning.
Fagerholt et al. [9] present a methodology that combines simulation and optimization, where a Monte Carlo simulation framework is built around an optimization-based decision support system for short-term routing and scheduling. The simulation solves a series of short-term routing and scheduling problems, each dependent on realizations of uncertain parameters, within a rolling horizon framework. Fagerholt and Rygh [10] employed simulation to aid in the design of a sea-borne fresh water transport system from Turkey to Jordan. The associated decision support tool was used to determine the required number, capacity, and speed of vessels, as well as a number of other design factors. Halvorsen-Weare and Fagerholt [13] applied simulation, in combination with their determinisic optimization model developed in [14] , to determine more robust schedules within a larger decision support system for fleet planning and weekly ship scheduling. The uncertainty was restricted to random weather conditions that affected weekly schedules as opposed to long-term cost and demand parameters that typically arise in strategic and tactical planning. Shyshou et al. [30] developed a discrete-event simulation model to evaluate alternative fleet size configurations for anchor handling operations in a project initiated by StatoilHydro, the largest Norwegian offshore oil and gas operator. Similar to the chartering options in our paper, their study investigated the trade-off between hiring vessels either on the long-term basis or on the spot market (where spot rates are frequently a magnitude higher than long-term rates).
In addition to the work of Shyshou et al. [30] , there are several notable applications of fleet sizing in the petrochemical sector. Cheon et al. [6] study a railcar fleet sizing problem in the chemical industry in which railcars are used for storage and transportation. They cast their problem as a long-term capacity expansion problem and solve it using mixed-integer linear programming techniques. Singer et al. [31] discuss an application with stochastic demand in the distribution of liquefied petroleum gas. In their problem, trucks are dispatched without knowing actual demand and must react en route as demands are realized. Finally, List et al. [16] present a sector-independent two-stage stochastic programming formulation and stochastic decomposition algorithm for fleet sizing under uncertain demand and operating conditions.
Contributions of this paper
As mentioned above, there is a dearth of decision support tools in the maritime sector that explicitly account for parameter uncertainty [22] . In the existing models that consider stochastic maritime fleet sizing, the emphasis is on container shipping and/or strategic planning problems where vessel purchasing decisions are the primary concern. Moreover, these models cannot be immediately adapted to our setting since the associated strategic decisions and ship deployment characteristics are sufficiently different in container shipping. For these reasons, we explore a problem in industrial bulk shipping and provide a stochastic programming model that can be used for tactical planning or for planning at the interface of the strategic and tactical level.
The contributions of this paper are:
1. A multi-stage stochastic programming approach to tactical fleet renewal and deployment for industrial bulk shipping.
2.
A model that explicitly considers demand and charter cost uncertainty, and therefore addresses an area in need of additional research as put forth in Christiansen et al. [7] and Pantuso et al. [22] .
3. An investigation of the benefits of using different scenario tree representations and including alternate recourse decisions in the formulation.
4. Empirical evidence that making chartering decisions based on a stochastic programming look-ahead model can result in as much as an 8% cost reduction relative to using a deterministic look-ahead.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the problem characteristics and a mathematical formulation to model it. In Section 3, a look-ahead model is presented along with the three solution methods compared in our computational experiments section. In Section 4, a base instance and scenario generation procedure is outlined. Section 5 describes the experiments designed to test the value of explicitly addressing the uncertainty in making decisions, specifically evaluating the effect of model parameters such as the minimum time charter duration and the look-ahead planning horizon. Section 6 provides conclusions and a discussion of future work.
Problem description and mathematical formulation
In this section, we present a mathematical description of the fleet renewal and deployment problem under uncertainty. As it falls under the broad class of sequential decision making problems, there are numerous mathematical frameworks to tackle the problem, e.g., stochastic programming [29] , adjustable robust optimization [3] , and stochastic dynamic programming [26] . We adopt a multi-stage stochastic programming framework for describing and modeling the problem, while borrowing some concepts from stochastic dynamic programming to evaluate our policies.
Problem description
Let L = {1, . . . , L} be the set of loading ports, indexed by l, and D = {1, . . . , D} be the set of discharging ports, indexed by d. Let P = L × D be the set of loading/discharging port pairs, indexed by p, where P l denotes the set of pairs that have loading port l as origin and P d denotes the set of pairs that have discharging port d as destination. Observe that ∪ d∈D P d = ∪ l∈L P l = P. Finally, let VC = {1, . . . , V C} be the set of available vessel classes, indexed by vc, and F vc = {1, . . . , F vc } be the set of fare classes, indexed by f , for vessel class vc. Vessel classes are distinguished by age, bulk capacity, service speed, and charter rates. Fare classes further distinguish vessels by setting an upper bound M vc,f on the number of vessels in vessel class vc ∈ VC that can be time chartered at fare f ∈ F vc . We assume that the planning horizon is defined over a set of periods T = {1, . . . , T }, indexed by t, where T is the final period of the planning horizon. LetT denote the duration in days of each time period. One could argue that the true problem has an infinite horizon; however, in practice and for well justified business reasons, one is only concerned with a finite horizon.
We assume that all vessels in vessel class vc have capacity Q vc and sail with full loads from loading ports to discharging ports and sail empty from discharging ports to loading ports. This is in contrast to liner shipping where vessels typically travel along fixed routes and continuously load and discharge goods at each port. In bulk shipping, especially within the petrochemical sector, vessels typically load product in one region of the world and then travel a long distance to another region where that product is discharged. Moreover, all time chartered vessels perform round trips between loading and discharging ports and the duration of each round trip is given by D p,vc,t for p ∈ P, vc ∈ VC, and t ∈ T . Given that the length of a planning period isT days, a vessel in class vc can make a maximum number of T Dp,vc,t trips between pair p to satisfy customer demand. In some circumstances, the shipping company may choose to keep some inventory at the discharging ports as long as the storage capacities are respected. We assume that the minimum and maximum inventory that can be stored at discharging port d at the end of time period t are 0 andS d,t , respectively. When a period represents many months, little inventory can be stored from one period to another relative to the total amount consumed in a period. However, for problems with shorter time horizons, inventory may be an important feature. Hence, for generality, we include it in our model. Finally, we assume that loading ports always have an incentive and the capability to produce enough product to meet demand; thus, we do not track production or inventory at loading ports.
There are three stochastic parameters in this model: The demand∆ d,t at each discharging port d in each time period t; the time charter costC TC l,vc,f,t1,t2 for a vessel in vessel class vc and fare class f based in loading port l from the end of time period t 1 up to and including the end of t 2 (t 2 > t 1 ); the voyage charter ratẽ C VC p,vc,t for a vessel in class vc serving port pair p in time period t. We assume that all three parameters evolve according to a discrete-time stochastic process. Note that the time charter rateC TC l,vc,f,t1,t2 depends on the loading port l because rates can vary depending on the region of the world in which a vessel is operating. A similar approach was used in [2] , where a high (low) market condition in period t corresponds to high (low) demand and charter costs in the same period.
Additional cost parameters include: C V+O p,vc,t , the voyage and operating (V + O) cost of deploying a time chartered vessel in vessel class vc on a voyage between pair p beginning in time period t; C Repo l,l ,vc,t , the repositioning (Repo) cost associated with reassigning a time chartered vessel of class vc from loading port l to loading port l in the beginning of time period t. To be precise, voyage costs include fuel costs, port fees, and canal transit fees, while operating costs include crew wages, provisions, maintenance, supplies, lubrication oil, water, insurance, and overheads. Note that these costs could also be modeled as stochastic parameters. However, they have less impact on the key decisions being made.
The timing of events and decisions is illustrated in Figure 1 . At the beginning of each time period t, exogeneous information becomes available. Specifically, the true market condition is revealed as well as all random parameters indexed by t. Then, time charter vessels that were chartered in a previous period are repositioned among loading ports. After these decisions are made, voyage charter vessels may be acquired for a specific one-time voyage between a loading and discharging port pair, and all vessels are deployed to satisfy demand for that period. Time chartering decisions, which can be viewed as strategic decisions, are made at the end of each time period. This is because time chartered vessels are available for use in time periods t + 1, . . . , t + τ , where the time charter duration τ needs to be determined. Such long-term decisions are made before any random parameters in the future (those indexed by t > t) are revealed. Finally, vessels time chartered in a previous time period up to time period t exit the fleet. Our main goal in each time period is to determine the number of vessels in each vessel class to time charter and their respective time charter durations. For ease of reference, our main assumptions throughout are: (1) The fleet consists exclusively of chartered vessels. In practice, it could also include company-owned vessels, but this additional feature lies beyond the scope of this work. (2) It is not possible (there is no incentive) to charter out vessels to other companies during the planning horizon. However, it would be straightforward to include this feature in the model. (3) Travel costs do not change throughout the planning horizon. In reality, bunker costs fluctuate with global crude prices and other economic factors. However, since fuel costs have a proportional impact on voyage costs, we believe that capturing the relative cost difference between time and voyage charter costs is sufficient. (4) Time chartered vessels may only be repositioned between loading ports once per time period. (5) Chartering contracts are simple and do not include additional options to extend an existing time charter beyond its initial duration. (6) Vessel travel times are deterministic. (7) Loading ports always have an incentive and the ability to produce enough product to meet demand.
Exogeneous information

A multi-stage stochastic programming formulation
Our problem naturally fits the mold of a sequential decision problem under uncertainty, which evolves as follows [12] . A decision maker first observes an uncertain parameter or vectorξ 1 and then takes a decision x 1 = X 1 (ξ 1 ), i.e., the decision is a function of the realized parameters. After which, a second uncertain parameterξ 2 is revealed, giving the decision maker an opportunity to take a second decision x 2 = X 2 (ξ 1 ,ξ 2 ). This sequence of alternating observations and decisions unfolds over T stages, where in each stage t ∈ T , the decision maker observes an uncertain parameterξ t and selects a decision x t = X t (ξ [t] ), a decision which depends on the whole history of past observationsξ [t] = (ξ 1 , . . . ,ξ t ), but not on any future observations ξ t+1 , . . . ,ξ T . Here, X t (ξ [t] ) is referred to as a decision function, decision rule, decision policy, control law, control policy, or simply a "policy" (the term we will use) depending on the research community where the technique is employed. Our ultimate goal is to provide an explicit functional form of X t (ξ [t] ), which may require solving a non-trivial optimization problem itself, that tells a decision maker what decision to implement in time period t as a function of all random parameters that have been observed up to and including time period t.
Following the notation given in Chapter 3 of Shapiro et al. [29] , we now present a multi-stage mixedinteger linear stochastic programming formulation of our problem, which will take the following form:
This formulation assumes that, in each stage t ∈ T , there is a linear cost function C t that depends on the decision x t = X t (ξ [t] ) and the observed random vectorξ t , as well as a feasible region X t that depends on the previous decision
The parameter γ ∈ (0, 1] is a discount factor to account for the time value of money. Here, C 0 and X 0 denote the cost function and feasible region, both deterministic, for an initial decision that is made independent of any random parameters. It is important to note that a random variableξ t is only random for all t < t. At time t,ξ t is realized and is therefore no longer random. Before proceeding, it is important to explain why we have chosen to adopt a risk-neutral stochastic programming framework over some other popular optimization under uncertainty frameworks, e.g., robust optimization and risk-averse stochastic programming. Robust optimization, which was applied to fleet sizing in [1] , takes a distribution-free approach to random events, and instead relies on uncertainty sets to immunize decisions against the worst-case outcome in the uncertainty set. As discussed in [3] , such an approach is well suited for situations when the worst case outcomes have severe or catastrophic consequences, such as causing an individual or company to go bankrupt. Because our problem involves decisions made rather frequently over time, e.g., every three to six months, with recourse opportunities to avoid catastrophe, a stochastic programming approach that uses distributional information seems justified. In addition, fleet planners currently rely on scenarios, some of which are deemed more likely than others, and thus are more willing to accept this approach. One could argue that a risk-averse objective function, e.g., using a popular conditional value-at-risk metric [28] , is also warranted. We believe that a risk-averse approach could be useful if chartering decisions were made less frequently, and thus the consequences of each decision were more profound.
Our goal in the remainder of this section is to explicitly define each of the components in (1). We begin with the decision variables, all of which are denoted with lower case Roman characters. Let x TC l,vc,f,t1,t2 denote the integer number of time chartered vessels, initially chartered for and assigned to loading port l, in vessel class vc and fare class f that are chartered at the end of time period t 1 and are available for service in time periods t 1 + 1, . . . , t 2 . Let y TC,Exit l,vc,t denote the integer number of time chartered vessels in vessel class vc exiting the fleet at the end of time period t from loading port l. Let y TC,Repo l,l ,vc,t denote the integer number of time chartered vessels in vessel class vc repositioned from loading port l to loading port l in time period t. Let y TC l,vc,t be the integer number of time chartered vessels in vessel class vc assigned to loading port l in time period t after repositioning decisions have been made. Let z VC p,vc,t be the (possibly fractional) number of voyage chartered vessels of class vc acquired to serve port pair p in time period t. Let z TC p,vc,t denote the number of trips made between pair p using vessel class vc during time period t. Let s d,t denote the inventory level at discharging port d in time period t. Collectively, we will write all decision variables at time t as a single vector
in agreement with the notation in (1). To be clear, a decision vector indexed by t includes all corresponding decision variables in time period t, e.g.,
It is important to note that all of the decision variables introduced above are actually functions of the random vectorξ [t] , where, in our problem,ξ t = (∆ t ,C TC t ,C VC t ) denotes (the vector of) all random variables that become known at the beginning of time period t before any decisions in period t are made. However, to simplify notation and to make the formulation more consistent with what would appear in a deterministic setting, we use decision variables x t and link these variables to their functional form via the constraints
The cost function in each time period t ∈ T is given by
where, henceforth, if the set over which a sum occurs is omitted, then all elements in the set are assumed to be included in the summation. It includes the cost of time chartering vessels, the cost of voyage chartering vessels to satisfy demand that cannot be met with the time chartered vessel fleet, the cost of repositioning time chartered vessels, and the variable and operational cost of deploying the time chartered vessels. The cost function C 0 , associated with an initial decision made prior to any random parameters being revealed, only includes the cost of time chartering decisions and is given by
Because we consider a finite time horizon, a sunset or salvage value is necessary to value the vessels that have been time chartered beyond the length of the planning horizon. The sunset value of time chartered vessels remaining at the end of the planning horizon is given by the reward function
In words, the actual sunset value of a vessel time chartered in time period t 1 (thus beginning service in time period t 1 + 1) is the value for a vessel in vessel class vc and fare class f beginning in time period T + 1 up to and including time period t 2 . Note that the time chartering coefficientsC TC l,vc,f,T +1,t2 only become known in time period T + 1. With this addition, we modify the objective function (1a) to include the discounted reward from all time chartered vessels remaining in the fleet at the end of the T -period planning horizon:
The feasible region (also called the set of implementable policies) X t at time period t is
Note that the feasible set X t in (6) is written as a function of the entire decision history x [t−1] and not simply as a function of x t−1 as shown in (1b). This is because constraints (6e) and (6f) require information from decisions made before period t − 1. After introducing auxiliary decision variables to track prior time chartering decisions, we could easily modify the feasible set X t to be a function only of the previous decision vector x t−1 . Constraints (6c) keep track of the inventory at discharging ports and ensure that demand is satisfied. The left hand side of (6c) includes existing inventory at port d plus the total amount of product discharged by time chartered vessels and voyage chartered vessels. Time chartered vessel balance constraints (6d) ensure that, for each vessel class vc ∈ VC and each loading port l ∈ L, the number of time chartered vessels available in the beginning of time period t, which can be deployed in period t, equals the number of existing time chartered vessels, plus the number of new time chartered vessels entering the fleet, plus the number of time chartered vessels repositioned from another port l to l, minus the number of time chartered vessels exiting the fleet, minus the number of time chartered vessels repositioned from l to another loading port l . Constraints (6e) ensure that the correct number of time chartered vessels in vessel class vc exit the fleet in time period t. Note that because time chartered vessels can be repositioned from period to period, constraints (6e) sum over all loading ports rather than track the number of vessels exiting the fleet from each individual loading port.
Constraints (6f) ensure that the number of time chartered vessels in vessel class vc and fare class f in period t does not exceed the number M vc,f of vessels available at fare f . Accordingly, the number of vessels in vessel class vc and fare class f that are chartered at the end of period t to be deployed in periods t + 1, . . . , t 2 , should be less than M vc,f minus the number of vessels in vessel class vc and fare class f that were chartered in earlier periods and that will not exit the fleet before the end of period t. In other words, the number of vessels in vessel class vc and fare class f that are in the fleet in period t is less than the fare capacity M vc,f .
Constraints (6g)-(6i) define the relationship between the deployment decisions and time charter decisions. Constraints (6g) give the upper bound on the number of trips that can be performed between each pair of loading and discharging ports for each vessel class vc. This is simply the number of vessels assigned to a loading port l multiplied by the number of round-trips that can be performed between pair p, withinT days, by a single vessel. Constraints (6h) aggregate constraints (6g) across all trips that originate from loading port l. Note that we do not explicitly account for the travel time incurred repositioning vessels between loading ports. The reason for this is that, with this coarse representation of deployment, it is not clear how much travel time will actually be incurred. For example, suppose a vessel is repositioned between two loading ports at the beginning of time period t. Our model assumes that the vessel must complete round-trips, i.e., each vessel's starting and ending location in each period is at the same loading port. In reality, at the end of the period, a vessel could make a one-way voyage to a demand port and then a one-way voyage to a different loading port, a voyage that could potentially eliminate any repositioning time between loading ports.
Constraints (6g)-(6h) treat the available time for each vessel as an aggregated resource. As a consequence, without constraints (6i), the number of trips that can be performed by each vessel class is overestimated as a single voyage can be split across multiple vessels. In such cases, the total cost is underestimated as the model assumes that a single voyage takes place, when in reality multiple voyages were required. Constraints (6i) eliminate such solutions by placing additional bounds on the number of trips that can be performed by a vessel class between each pair p that originate from loading port l. Note that, in constraints (6g)-(6i), we assume that the maximum number of voyages that can be performed by a vessel is integer and therefore vessels may only start a voyage in period t if they can complete the voyage within the same time period. One might argue that this leads to inefficient fleet utilization. However, there are two reasons for this modeling choice. First, by imposing these bounds, we make sure that the vessels are available for repositioning at their origin port at the beginning of each period. Second, this approach may leave some slack time in a vessel's schedule to deal with operational details not accounted for in the model, such as stochasticity of travel times, layovers at discharge ports, and time spent in maintenance.
Finally, constraints (6j)-(6p) are variable bound constraints.
Solution methods and look-ahead policies
Model 1 in our setting is a multi-stage stochastic integer program with mixed-integer recourse. As such, it is extremely difficult to solve to provable optimality. Consequently, we turn to approximation strategies that provide good policies in practice since we are most interested in making judicious time chartering decisions in each time period. Powell [26] describes four broad categories of policies for stochastic optimization: myopic policies, look-ahead policies, policy function approximations, and value function approximations. In this section, we describe our approach using a stochastic look-ahead model. Although Powell [27] claims that this is the most complex type of look-ahead function, it is a natural progression from the ad hoc scenariobased approach that practitioners currently use in this domain. Look-ahead policies rely on a rolling horizon procedure, also called a receding horizon procedure or model predictive control, an idea that dates back to the control literature of the 1960s, if not earlier [11] . In each time period t, we solve an approximation of Model 1 over a limited time horizon to determine our hereand-now decision (i.e., the number of vessels to time charter and the corresponding charter duration). To accomplish this, we follow a standard approach in computational stochastic optimization and discretize the underlying random process. Specifically, we build a scenario tree (described below) based on a number of sample paths and construct the so-called deterministic equivalent of the stochastic program, which in our setting can be solved using existing optimization technology.
To construct our look-ahead model at time t, we assume that the stochastic parametersξ t evolve according to a discrete-time stochastic process with finite probability space. This process is modeled as a scenario tree with H +1 stages (i.e., an H-period look-ahead where H ≤ T ) and a set N = {0, . . . , N } of nodes. Analogous to Model 1, all here-and-now decisions are made in stage 0, whereas wait-and-see decisions are made in stages 1, . . . , H. We refer to the root node as node 0, a node at stage H as a leaf node, and the set of all leaf nodes as N L . A node n at stage h(n) of the scenario tree gives the information state of the system that can be distinguished by information available up to stage h(n) and represents a joint realization vector (ξ t+1 , . . . ,ξ t+h(n) ) of the random variables. Let t(n) denote the time period relative to Model 1 associated with node n. To be clear, t(n) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T }, while h(n) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , H} where H ≤ T for each node n ∈ N . Let π n denote the probability associated with the state represented by node n ∈ N and a(n) the unique parent (ancestor) associated with node n ∈ N . We define R(n) = {a(n), a(a(n)), . . . , 0} as the set of ancestor nodes on the path from the root node 0 to node n. Therefore, each path R(n) for n ∈ N L corresponds to a complete scenario of realizations (ξ t+1 , . . . ,ξ t+H ) for the random parameterξ. Figure 2 illustrates these concepts with a scenario tree having two branches at every node. The number of branches per node is an important parameter of the scenario tree, as it determines the portfolio of scenarios examined by the model, and is explored in Section 5.
Stage Period Figure 2 : Scenario tree structure.
With an abuse of notation, we re-define the decision variables and parameters (deterministic and stochastic alike) in Section 2.2 to include a node index n in lieu of a time index t. In particular, all decision variables and parameters containing the index t in the previous section are modified to handle the scenario tree representation. Henceforth, a variable should be understood with a node index n. Rather than re-list all decision variables and parameters, we note a few examples. Let x TC l,vc,f,n,t denote the integer number of time chartered vessels, at node n of the scenario tree, initially chartered for and assigned to loading port l, in vessel class vc and fare class f that are chartered at the end of time period t(n) and are available for service in time periods t(n) + 1, . . . , t . Let y TC,Exit l,vc,n denote the integer number of time charter vessels in vessel class vc exiting the fleet at the end of time period t(n) from loading port l, at node n of the scenario tree. Let y TC,Repo l,l ,vc,n denote the integer number of time chartered vessels in vessel class vc repositioned from loading port l to loading port l in time period t(n), at node n of the scenario tree. Let y TC l,vc,n be the number of time charter vessels in vessel class vc assigned to loading port l in time period t(n) after repositioning decisions have been made, at node n of the scenario tree. Let z VC p,vc,n be the (possibly fractional) number of voyage chartered vessels of class vc acquired to serve port pair p in time period t(n), at node n of the scenario tree. The demand ∆ d,t at each discharging port d in each time period t is now written as ∆ d,n . Note that the tilde has been removed since ∆ d,n is a known value in the look-ahead model. Similarly, the time charter costC TC l,vc,f,t1,t2 is now written as C TC l,vc,f,n,t2 for a vessel in vessel class vc and fare class f based in loading port l from time period t(n) up to and including t 2 (t 2 ≥ t(n)).
The purpose of solving the look-ahead model is to make judicious time chartering decisions as shown in the last step of Figure 1 . Consequently, our look-ahead model is solved in each time period t ∈ T and is always solved with a look-ahead horizon H (an integer that is held constant), even as we reach the end of the planning horizon (i.e., as t approaches T ). We assume that we can sample random parametersξ t for t > T . Rather than truncate the look-ahead horizon, we keep it fixed because this is what is done in practice; the actual business problem does not terminate in time period T . This is also common in the control literature where one aims to control a process for many periods. After a chartering decision is made in time period t, the next iteration of the rolling horizon procedure occurs. This process mimics the timing of events and decisions illustrated in Figure 1 . In Section 5, we explain how this approach can easily be evaluated in a simulation framework.
To capture existing information from decisions made in a previous time period, we need to introduce the following parameters for the root node of the scenario tree:ŝ d,0 , the ending inventory at demand port d in time period t that is available at the start of stage 1 (period t + 1);x TC l,vc,f,t1,t2 , the number of time charter vessels acquired in time period t 1 (before the current time period t) up to and including time period t 2 > t and still in the fleet;ŷ TC,Exit l,vc,0 , the integer number of time chartered vessels that exited the fleet at the end of time period t;ŷ TC l,vc,0 , the integer number of time chartered vessels available at port l at the end of time period t, which are available for use in stage 1 (period t + 1). Note that we need to track bothx TC l,vc,f,t1,t2 and y TC l,vc,0 since the former tracks the age (or remaining time in the fleet) whereas the latter tracks the starting vessel location in each time period, but not the age.
The cost function at each non-root node n ∈ N \ {0} is just a modification of (2), and is given by
The cost function at the root node n = 0 is simpler, since no deployment decisions are made (in fact, they have already been made) in the corresponding period t(0), and is given by
With these modifications, the look-ahead model that we solve in each time period t ∈ T is a simple adaptation of the model presented in Section 2.
On the whole, the feasible region of this model looks, quite intentionally, like that of model (6) . Noteworthy differences are: (1) In the look-ahead model (9) , there are no random parameters. The scenario tree is a set of sample paths, meaning that all data is deterministic. (2) The look-ahead horizon is H, not T . (3) The look-ahead model is solved at each time step. (4) This model is solved after all deployment decisions in time period t have been made. (5) The only structural (non-bound) constraints that apply at the root node n = 0 are the fare class limit constraints (9e). (6) Non-anticipativity is captured by the fact that constraints (9b) and (9c) are written with respect to the ancestor node a(n). (7) Constraints (9d) and (9e) are similar to constraints (6e) and (6f). (8) Constraints (9p)-(9r) set the initial conditions at the root node to account for decisions made in previous periods.
Below we outline three approaches that use the look-ahead model (9) . These are compared computationally in Section 5.
Stochastic programming solution using a multi-scenario stochastic forecast
In this approach, we generate a multi-scenario stochastic forecast (i.e., a scenario tree) and solve lookahead model (9) in each time period in the rolling horizon algorithm. We implement the time chartering decision made at stage 0 and then roll forward. This is the most complicated policy that we explore. In our computational section, we solve the extensive form or deterministic equivalent of model (9) using a commercial mixed-integer linear programming solver. We also evaluate the performance of different scenario trees with varying look-ahead horizons H.
Expected value solution using a single-scenario deterministic forecast
One of the simplest look-ahead policies is to generate a single scenario (or single sample path of the underlying random variables) by considering the expected value of the random parameters in all time periods considered in the look-ahead horizon. Specifically, if we are currently in time period t, then a point forecast of random parameters over the next H periods is used, i.e., we use the sample E[ξ t+1 ], . . . , E[ξ t+H ] as our forecast of the future. This is a standard benchmark used in stochastic programming. As above, we implement the time chartering decision made at stage 0 and then roll forward.
Scenario average solution using a multi-scenario stochastic forecast
This approach represents a compromise between relying on the overly simplistic single-scenario deterministic forecast and using the multi-scenario forecast solved as a stochastic program presented above. Given a scenario tree, we obtain optimal time chartering decisions for individual scenarios and combine these decisions into a single time chartering policy by taking a probability-weighted average time chartering solution. We round the average time chartering solution in stage 0, implement this decision, and roll forward.
In practice, business users understand that a mathematical optimization model is an abstraction of reality and therefore make a number of assumptions in order to provide practicable decision support. They also understand that there is uncertainty concerning future economic drivers and parameters. Nevertheless, many business users are more comfortable analyzing a single scenario at a time as opposed to dealing with several scenarios simultaneously, i.e., in a stochastic programming model. As a consequence, a typical work process for making time charter decisions is to investigate several single-scenario instances from a set of likely scenarios and then, based on the results, arrive at a decision based on their experience. This approach is clearly ad hoc and is difficult to mimic. Our reason for including the scenario average approach formalized below is to capture a procedure that is similar to what is done today and is computationally reproducible. Given a scenario tree with H stages and the set of leaf nodes N L , each path R(n) for n ∈ N L corresponds to a complete scenario of realizations (ξ 1 , . . . , ξ H ) of the random parameterξ. Let S denote the set of all scenarios obtained in this way, and N s denote the set of nodes of an individual scenario s. We solve lookahead model (9) as a deterministic model for each scenario s ∈ S, where N = N s and π n = 1 for n ∈ N s .
We denote the time chartering solution obtained as x TC,s . We then write
where π s = n∈N s π n . Since the vector x TC,SA may not be integer, we round each component to the nearest integer.
Instance generation
A "base" instance, whose components mimic important elements of a real-world shipping application, was used for our case study. Below we describe its parameters as well as the scenario generation technique we employed in a simulation framework to compare policies. Figure 3 shows the components of our base instance, including temporal and topological aspects. There are two loading ports and three discharging ports. DP2 DP3  DP1 DP2 DP3  DP1 DP2 DP3  LP1 1225 539  882  LP1 1400 616 1008 LP1 1575 693 1134  LP2 392  588  931  LP2 448  672 1064 LP2 504  756 1197   Table 2 : Voyage and operating cost parameter C V+O p,vc,t (US$1,000/round trip) for base instance. Table 2 lists the voyage and operating cost C V+O p,vc,t for a vessel of class vc making a round trip between a loading and discharging port pair p. We assume that this cost is the same in all periods t ∈ T . Table 3 lists the parameters that are related to each vessel class vc: the capacity Q vc (in kt), the minimum time charter cost per day C TC min , the maximum time charter cost per day C TC max , and the number of vessels available M vc,f for each fare class f . There are three vessel classes and two fare classes for each vessel class. 
Base instance characteristics
Scenario tree generation
In this section, we discuss our methodology for sampling random parameters and constructing a scenario tree. Following the approach described in Section 4.1 of Bakkehaug et al. [2] , we assume that all random parameters are strongly positively correlated with a so-called market condition parameter m and that there is a continuous probability distribution governing m. The implication of this "high correlation" assumption is that when the market condition is high (low), demand and chartering costs are high (low). The ideas described below closely parallel those of [2] ; we present them here for completeness. Let t be a time period in the future, and let P(m t = m) be the probability of market condition having value m in time period t, given that we do not know the current market condition. We assume that P(m t = m) has a symmetric, bell shaped, truncated probability distribution for m ∈ (a, b), with mean µ, standard deviation σ and lower and upper bounds a and b, respectively. Furthermore, we assume that the market condition for the next period follows a truncated normal distribution where µ, σ, a and b are determined by the current market condition. Let F (m t ) be the market condition for period t + 1 given the current condition m t . Moreover, let λ µ = 0.2 be a multiplier that determines how fast the mean approaches the steady state mean, µ, and λ σ = 0.3 be a multiplier that determines how fast the standard deviation increases with the distance from steady state mean. Based on the observed market condition m t , we update the mean using
Further, we write σ = σ + λ σ (m t − µ) 2 , a = max{m min , m t − β − 1/50} and b = min{m max , m t + β + 1/50}, where σ is the lowest possible standard deviation for a period, the lowest and the highest market condition are represented by m min and m max , respectively, and the truncation of the distribution is adjusted by β. Finally, we have that
To create a scenario tree from this continuous distribution, we employ the discretization technique presented in [2] . Accordingly, possible market condition values between 0 and 1 are divided into k equally sized subintervals and the midpoint of the interval is taken to represent the market condition m for that node. We let [k 1 , . . . , k H ] denote the number of intervals considered for the market condition in stage h ∈ H. Recall that stage 0 corresponds to the root node.
The probability of going from a node n 1 to a succeeding node n 2 is calculated as
where i andī are the lower and upper bounds of the interval represented by node n 2 , the market condition of node n 1 is denoted by m n1 , and Φ(·) is the cumulative standard normal distribution. The probability of node n ∈ N is then calculated as π n = π a(n) P a(n),n . We next explain how we generate the random parameters that depend on the market condition. In particular, these parameters are used when making time charter decisions for period t, at the end of period t − 1. Since we assume that time charter decisions are made before the market condition for period t is revealed, see Figure 1 , m t is not known at this point. In our rolling horizon algorithm, we assume that the time charter cost C TC l,vc,f,t,t for each vessel class vc and fare class f is the same for each loading port l. We also assume that charter rates exhibit decreasing marginal costs as a function of time to reflect a slight economic incentive for chartering for longer durations. We calculate this parameter using the values C TC min and C TC max given in Table 3 . Accordingly, given two previous market conditions m t−1 and m t−2 , we first forecast a market condition for t ≥ t. The future market condition is predicted to increase (decrease) if the market condition has increased (decreased) in the past two periods. Mathematically, m t = m t−1 + 0.01(t − t + 1) if m t−1 > m t−2 and m t = m t−1 − 0.01(t − t + 1), otherwise. With this forecasted market condition, we estimate the single-period time charter cost C TC vc,f,t ,t +1 for vessel class vc and fare f in period t , as
, whereT is the duration of a period in days. For t > t + 1, we assume that a discount is applied according to the formula δC
, where δ ∈ (0, 1) is the discount factor.
Therefore, we write C
for t > t . The voyage charter cost C VC p,vc,t for a voyage between port pair p is assumed to be a function of the single-period time charter cost C TC vc,1,t ,t +1 for vessel class vc in period t, the voyage and operating cost C V+O p,vc,t between pair p with vessel class vc, as well as the market condition m t . We write
, where ν is a parameter that describes the relationship between time charter and voyage charter costs.
Finally, to construct the steady state demand forecast∆ d,t for each discharging port d and time period t, we assume that it depends on the previous market condition realization. Moreover, we assume that the market condition follows a mean reversion process, i.e., it reverts to the steady state market condition µ over a set of periods, as follows:
−ρt , where ρ is a constant parameter that controls how fast the market condition reverts to the steady state µ. In our computational experiments reported in Section 5, we useT = 90, δ = 0.1, ν = 2.5, and ρ = 1. The initial fleet is not specified; it is chosen by the model. Figure 4 illustrates how scenario trees and market condition realizations are generated in a rolling horizon framework. In this example, we present the three-stage subtree (i.e., the first three stages) of a four-period look-ahead scenario tree in each time period t, . . . , t + 3. At each stage of the tree, the number of children is equal to 2, with even-numbered children representing a market condition of 0.25, and odd-numbered children representing a market condition of 0.75. We start with an initial observation of the market condition in period t, that is m t = 0.454. We update the values µ, σ, a and b as described above. For example, after m t = 0.454 is observed, we obtain µ = 0.463, and σ = 0.13. The probability of transitioning from each parent node to children nodes is calculated according to equation (10) . The probability of each node n is then calculated as π a(n) P a(n),n , where P a(n),n is the transition probability from parent node a(n) to n. The distribution of m t+1 is represented as N (0.463, 0.13
Illustrative scenario tree example
2 ), where a realization of m t+1 = 0.396 is observed. Scenario trees for periods t + 1, t + 2 and t + 3 are obtained similarly. Note that as the sequence of market conditions observed are decreasing, the probability of transitioning from node 0 to node 1, which represents a market condition of 0.25, is increasing. Figure 4 also includes an example showing how the time charter costs change after each respective market condition is observed. Here we present the time charter cost projections for a four-period look-ahead algorithm. In each table, we report C TC l,vc,f,h1,h2 for vessel class 1 and fare class 1, from the beginning of the time period t(h 1 ) + 1 until the end of time period t(h 2 ), where h i is a stage and t(h i ) is the time period that corresponds to it. These costs are calculated using the C TC min and C TC max values for vessel class 1, given in Section 3. Note that the single period time charter cost decreases as a reflection of the decreasing market conditions. Moreover, in each time period projected time charter costs show a decreasing trend in line with the market development. 1  20000 38000 54000  2  20000 38000  3  20000   1  2  3  4  0  19555 37222 53000 66666  1  19555 37111 52777  2  19444 37000  3  19333   1  2  3  4  0  19111 36333 51666 65111  1  19000 36222 51555  2  19000 36111  3  18888   1  2  3  4  0  18222 34666 49222 62000  1  18111 34444 49000  2  18000 34333  3 18000
Figure 4: Example evolution of scenario trees and time charter costs C TC vc,f,h1,h2 for vessel class 1 and fare class 1.
After creating a scenario tree, where the market condition m n and the probability π n of each node n is determined as above, we calculate the demand for each discharging port d ∈ D at each node n. To this end, we assume that∆ d,t represents the expected demand for discharging port d in period t under the steady state market condition µ = 0.5. Therefore the demand for discharging port d at node n can be calculated as mn µ∆ d,t(n) , where m n is the market condition at node n and t(n) is the time period associated with node n.
Computational experiments and results
In this section, we compare the performance of the three look-ahead policies listed in Table 4 , all of which rely on look-ahead model (9) . We also compare the policies using different look-ahead horizons and scenario tree configurations. Specifically, we evaluate the policies within a Monte Carlo simulation framework outlined in Algorithm 1. Bakkehaug et al. [2] completed a thorough evaluation to determine the effect that the scenario tree structure has on policy performance. To distinguish our computational work from theirs, we investigate fewer scenario trees, but instead offer two additional features. First, we evaluate the performance of the scenario average policy (H) and show that it can be quite robust. This is somewhat surprising given that it is producing a suboptimal solution to the actual look-ahead model. Second, we consider a situation in which the forecasted market condition does not follow the same underlying probability distribution as the actual market condition. This is important since, in an actual business environment, one cannot expect to know the underlying probability distribution of many random parameters.
Symbol Solution approach Description
Section Explained S Stochastic Stochastic programming solution using a multi-scenario stochastic forecast Update time charter vessel fleet based on acquisitions made in t − 1
5:
Realize true market condition m t and stochastic parameters
6:
Solve single-period deployment model to satisfy observed demand
7:
Create a scenario tree based on a forecasted market conditionm t
8:
Solve look-ahead model (9) using a policy in Table 4 . Fix here-and-now time charter decisions x TC t
9:
Add time charter costs and deployment costs to simulatedCost 
12: return simulatedCost
We use the instance described in Section 4.1. We construct scenario trees using the approach described in Section 4.2 with the steady state market condition µ = 0.5, the minimum standard deviation for a single period σ = 0.13, and the minimum and maximum value of the market condition a = 0 and b = 1, respectively. We evaluate the performance of each policy over 20 periods of simulated market conditions. The relative optimality gap is used as our main metric to compare the policies and is calculated by comparing the total simulated cost (i.e., the parameter simulatedCost returned in Algorithm 1) of each policy relative to the minimum total simulated cost obtained across all policies. We report our results as an average of 30 replications.
We perform all computations using IBM ILOG CPLEX version 12.5 with default parameter settings, on a Windows machine with Windows 7 Professional running a 64-bit x86 processor equipped with 2.83 GHz Intel Core2 Quad Q9500 chips and 4GB RAM. All implementations were done using the .NET framework with C#. All models are solved to 0.1% optimality with a time limit of 3600 seconds.
Notation and Terminology. A scenario tree structure [k 1 , . . . , k H ] denotes an H + 1-stage scenario tree with k h nodes per parent node in stage h = 1, . . . , H and whose root node occurs at stage h = 0. A decision model or solution approach refers to one of the three items listed in Table 4 . A policy refers to a solution approach coupled with a specific scenario tree structure. For example, S-7532 is shorthand for a policy based on a five-stage stochastic decision model with a four-period look-ahead horizon having scenario tree structure [7, 5, 3, 2] .
Value of scenario based decisions
In our first set of computational experiments, we aim to capture the advantage of using a scenario tree based approach to the fleet sizing and deployment decisions. In this set of experiments, we assume that the distribution given in Section 4.2 represents the true development of market conditions. The maximum time charter duration is 4 periods. In Figure 5 , we compare four different scenario tree structures with a 4-period look-ahead horizon: [7, 5, 3, 2] , [3, 3, 3, 3] , [5, 3, 2, 1] , and [1, 1, 1, 1] . Scenario tree [1, 1, 1, 1] corresponds to a deterministic approach based on the expected value of the market condition and its corresponding policy is D-1111. We solve each scenario tree model, except for [1, 1, 1, 1], using two different approaches. The first is to solve the scenario tree model (9) to exact optimality (S-in Figure 5 ), and the second is to solve it heuristically using the averaged scenario solution method (H-in Figure 5 ) described in Section 3.3. In Figure 5 , we also explore three different time chartering options in which vessels must be chartered for a minimum number of periods, a requirement that may occur in certain circumstances. The first is the least restrictive and requires a minimum duration of a single period. In this option, vessels can be time chartered for 1, 2, 3, and 4 periods. The second is a minimum duration of two periods, i.e., vessels can be time chartered for 2 or 4 periods. This corresponds to a setting in which a period is three months and time charters are only available in six-month or one-year contracts. Finally, the third option is a minimum duration of four periods, i.e., vessels can only be time chartered for 4 periods.
For each chartering option and policy, Figure 5 summarizes the optimality gap obtained across 30 replications. Here the optimality gap is calculated by comparing the total cost of each policy to the minimum total cost obtained across all seven approaches. On each box of the box-and-whiskers plot in Figure 5 , the central mark is the median, the edges of the box are the 25th and 75th percentiles, the whiskers extend to the most extreme data points not considered outliers, and outliers are plotted individually. As can be clearly seen in each plot, the scenario tree model with [7, 5, 3, 2] tree structure has the smallest median optimality gap among all policies for each minimum time chartering option. Moreover, for each scenario tree and minimum time charter duration, the exact solution method (S-in Figure 5 ) outperforms the heuristic solution method (H-in Figure 5 ). Our results also show the advantage of scenario based policies over deterministic ones. In particular, when the minimum time charter duration is a single period, the average optimality gap for the stochastic look-ahead S-7532 is 2.41%, whereas the average optimality gap for the deterministic policy D-1111 is 10.24%. Similar results are observed for each minimum time charter duration.
It should be noted that the two worst cases (outliers) for the scenario tree policies correspond to simulation runs in which the actual market condition stayed very low, never reaching the expected long-term/steadystate market condition of 0.5. Consequently, the stochastic look-ahead continually chartered more vessels compared to the scenario average solution to hedge against a possible rise in the market condition, a scenario which never manifested itself. These two simulation trials indicate that the current stochastic look-ahead may not be beneficial in economic environments with a perpetually low market condition since there is no recourse action when the acquired vessel fleet capacity exceeds the capacity needed to satisfy demand. If these two simulation trials are excluded, the stochastic look-ahead results in superior cost savings and is clearly the best policy.
It is instructive to understand the difference in the time charter decisions generated by the various policies. Figure 6 compares the fleet evolution in terms of capacity (Mt) for each vessel class (i.e., fare classes are aggregated for each vessel class) in each time period for the stochastic policy S-7532 and the deterministic policy D-1111 when there is a 4-period minimum time charter requirement. The stochastic policy results in significantly (1.5 times, on average) more time charter capacity than its deterministic counterpart. This trend appears consistently across all experiments as the stochastic policy is able to "see" potentially challenging scenarios and pays the upfront cost of time chartering additional vessels in order to save future voyage charter costs when they are unfavorable. This result is also consistent with the one found in Figure 9 of Bakkehaug et al. [2] where the best stochastic scenario tree structure resulted in 50% more capacity than the best deterministic tree structure. 
Impact of different minimum time charter durations
The results presented in Figure 5 assume that the minimum time charter duration is given for each policy and compares only the decisions obtained for the same minimum time charter duration with each other when calculating the average optimality gap. However, if the decision maker is able to control the minimum time charter duration, then a natural question is whether short-term or long-term contracts are more beneficial. Table 5 compares the performance of each policy with respect to different minimum time charter durations, where the average optimality gap of each policy is given under the header "Avg" and the standard deviation is given under the header "StD". The optimality gap in this case is calculated by comparing the total cost of each policy with different time charter durations to the minimum total cost obtained across all policies and minimum time charter durations. Table 5 : Average optimality gap (%) comparison of policies with different minimum time charter durations.
As can be seen in Table 5 , the stochastic look-ahead S-7532 with single period minimum time charter duration performs superior to all other policies. It is however not clear from these results that the flexibility of shorter duration time charters will always lead to cost savings. In particular, for the scenario average policy (H), the average optimality gap increases as the minimum time charter duration decreases. One thing to keep in mind when interpreting these results is that our time charter cost construction encourages longer time charter durations. Moreover, when the minimum time charter duration is a single period or two periods, it is still possible to charter vessels for four periods. Therefore, it is not always clear that the single period time charter option will be utilized and be beneficial.
Impact of different look-ahead horizons
Results reported in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 consider a 4-period look-ahead model. In this section, we investigate the effect of the length of the look-ahead horizon on the fleet sizing and deployment decisions since one would expect longer look-aheads to result in better decisions. In particular, we compare the total cost of 3-, 4-, 5-, and 6-period look-ahead horizons, with one-, two-, and four-period minimum time charter durations. We use the scenario tree structures [3, 3, 3] , [3, 3, 3, 3] , [3, 3, 3, 3, 3] , and [3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3] . In order to make a fair comparison, we use the same set of simulated market conditions over 20 periods for all policies. We report our results as an average of 30 replications in Figure 7 .
As expected, longer look-ahead horizons lead to smaller optimality gaps, on average, for all policies. In general, a stochastic look-ahead policy (S) with a 6-period look-ahead does best, i.e., it has the smallest mean optimality gap. For a minimum time charter duration of 4 periods, the mean optimality gap for S-33333 and S-333333 are 1.78 and 1.79, respectively. Interestingly, the average scenario heuristic with the longest look-ahead (H-333333) is the policy with the smallest maximum optimality gap, meaning that over all 30 replications, it had the best worst-case performance. This is evident in Figure 7 as there are no large outliers (marked with +) for H-333333. 
Policy comparison with inaccurate forecasts
Just as it is common and proper when doing statistical fitting to perform cross validation, i.e., retaining a subset of the data used to fit the model to test the performance of the fit, we apply our computational experiments in situations where the true market condition (as determined by the "simulator") does not necessarily agree with the forecasted market condition used to construct the scenario tree. To this end, we consider two cases. In the first, we assume that the realized market condition is always above the forecasted market condition (header "High" in Table 6 ). In the second, we assume that the realized market condition is always below the forecasted market condition (header "Low" in Table 6 ). We let m t =m t + U (0, 0. Table 6 : Optimality gap (%) comparison when the actual market condition is higher ("High") or lower ("Low") than the forecasted market condition.
for the first case and m t =m t − U (0, 0.1) for the second, where m t is the realized market condition,m t is the forecasted market condition, and U (0, 0.1) is the standard uniform distribution with lower bound 0 and upper bound 0.1. For this set of experiments, we consider only a minimum time charter duration of four periods. We present our results in Table 6 , where the average and the standard deviation of the optimality gap is reported under headers "Avg" and "StD", respectively. Our results show that, when the market condition is higher than expected, the stochastic look-ahead model S-7532 is superior to all other policies. On the other hand, when the market condition is lower than expected, the scenario average policy H-7532 performs best. In this case, it is also true that, in general, scenario average solutions perform better compared to their scenario tree solution counterparts. The reason is that the scenario average policy tends to charter less capacity, which in this case pays off, since the market condition usually remains very low. On the other hand, the scenario tree solutions always hedge against the possibility of the market condition going up. In this case, since there is no recourse for underutilized capacity, the scenario tree solutions incur a higher cost.
Timing comparison
In this section, we compare the computation time required to solve each decision model with different scenario trees and different look-ahead horizons. Each decision model is solved to provable optimality with a 0.1% relative optimality gap tolerance. In particular, we compare the computation time of 3-, 4-, 5-, and 6-period look-ahead horizons, with one-, two-, and four-period minimum time charter durations. We use the scenario tree structures [3, 3, 3] , [3, 3, 3, 3] , [3, 3, 3, 3, 3] , and [3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3] for the stochastic policies (S and H), whereas [1, 1,1], [1,1,1,1], [1,1,1,1,1], and [1,1,1,1,1,1 ] tree structures are used for the deterministic policy (D). We report our results, as an average of the results obtained with different minimum time charter durations, in Figure 8 . As can be seen in Figure 8 , the stochastic decision model (S) requires the most amount of time, whereas the deterministic model (D) requires the least. On average, solving the scenario tree model (9) exactly (S) requires 10 times more computation time than solving it heuristically (H). This is expected since the scenario tree model considers all future realizations of the market condition simultaneously, whereas the heuristic model considers each scenario individually.
Another observation evident from the results of Figure 8 is that as the look-ahead horizon increases, the solution time required for the stochastic (S) and heuristic (H) models increases significantly, whereas the solution time for the deterministic model (D) does not significantly change. In general, for decision model (S) the solution time increases exponentially in the number of periods of the look-ahead horizon. On the other hand, the scenario average model (H) shows slight exponential growth in the number of periods of the look-ahead horizon. We expect that the solution time required for both models would increase drastically in the number of periods of the look-ahead horizon if the deployment decision variables are required to be integer, or the detailed routing decisions are considered.
Next, we compare the solution time of each decision model with a 4-period look-ahead horizon and different scenario trees. We only report our results for the stochastic solution methods (S and H), since the deterministic method is not affected by the scenario tree structure. We use the scenario tree structures [3, 3, 3, 3] , [5, 3, 2, 1] , and [7, 5, 3, 2] . We report our results in Table 7 .
Scenario tree structure Policy [3, 3, 3, 3] Table 7 : Comparison of average computation time (s) for different scenario tree structured with a 4-period look-ahead. Table 7 suggests that the solution time is linear in the number of scenario tree nodes for both decision models. For example, the number of nodes in scenario tree structures [5, 3, 2, 1] , [3, 3, 3, 3] , and [7, 5, 3, 2] is 80, 120, and 357, respectively, and the solution time for scenario tree structure [5, 3, 2, 1] is roughly 2/3 times that of [3, 3, 3, 3] and 1/5 times that of [7, 5, 3, 2] .
The computational experiments reported here only consider a network involving two loading ports and three discharging ports as shown in Figure 3 . Increasing the number of ports will certainly increase the computation time. However, we expect that the impact would not be as significant as considering detailed routing of vessels.
Conclusions and future research opportunities
We introduce a fleet sizing problem in industrial bulk shipping and provide a multi-stage stochastic programming look-ahead model that can be used for tactical planning or for planning at the interface of the strategic and tactical level. In so doing, we demonstrate the potential benefits of explicity incorporating parameter uncertainty into a decision support framework with the maritime sector. Indeed, a stochastic look-ahead approach always outperforms a deterministic look-ahead when the same look-ahead horizon is considered.
It is instructive to describe our empirical conclusions in comparison with those of Bakkehaug et al. [2] . Although their problem has a longer planning horizon (15 years with annual decisions vs. 5 years with quarterly decisions) and pertains to liner shipping, the reliance on solving a multi-stage stochastic program using different scenario trees is similar. One would expect there to be many commonalities in the empirical findings. For the most part, our conclusions agree. We both find that stochastic look-ahead policies provide savings. They report a 4% decrease in total costs from using their best stochastic look-ahead over the simplest deterministic policy (D-1 using our notation). We found that this reduction could be as large as 8% in our problem setting. This could be due to the fact that their problem allowed for out-chartering, an additional recourse option in low market conditions not considered in our setting. Our results also agree with their conclusion that "it is more important to model the uncertainty of the near future with more details than it is for the later stages" ( [2] , p.73). Perhaps the most notable difference is that we observed what one would expect: The longer the look-ahead horizon, the better the performance, i.e., the lower the average total simulated cost. This holds for any policy, regardless of the scenario tree structure. On the contrary, they found that a longer look-ahead was not always met with lower costs (e.g. see scenario tree 15 vs. 18 in Table 4 of [2] ).
There are several fruitful directions that we encourage the research community to pursue:
• While we have focused exclusively on tactical in-chartering decisions for fleet renewal because of its importance to our particular setting, it might be interesting to include these decisions within a larger strategic problem in which vessels are also purchased and decommissioned.
• In this work, we only considered uncertain demand. It would be interesting to investigate the effects of uncertain supply and other parameters. Uncertain supply was not a significant issue in this application, but it could be in other settings.
• From a computational perspective, an open question is: What is the impact of including detailed routing decisions on chartering decisions? Inclusion of such detail will almost certainly require decomposition schemes and, therefore, even more effort to implement in practice. Of course, this question falls under a much larger umbrella in the engineering community related to multi-scale modeling where one has to forgo certain details within a mathematical model in order for it to be computationally tractable.
• From a methodological perspective, an open question is: At what point does the scenario tree become intractable for commercial solvers to solve the stochastic program in extensive form? Our solution methods rely on commercial mixed-integer programming solvers. It would be interesting to explore specialized algorithms for solving multi-stage stochastic integer programs. For example, a progressive hedging scheme coupled with tabu search was proposed as a general purpose solver for such problems in [17] .
